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Agenda Item 1
For publication
Application for a New Premises Licence by The Birdcage
Chesterfield Ltd, in respect of
The Birdcage, 35 Derby Road, Chesterfield, S40 2EF
Meeting:

Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing
(Licensing Committee decision delegated to the
Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing under
the emergency arrangements approved by
Standards and Audit Committee on 19 March,
2020 and enacted by the Chief Executive on 20
March, 2020)

Date:

Wednesday 29th April, 2020
(deferred from 8th April 2020)

Cabinet portfolio:

Health and Wellbeing

Report by:

Steve Ashby, Licensing Officer
For publication

1.0

Purpose of report

1.1

To enable determination of the application made by Tim Vice
on behalf of The Birdcage Chesterfield Ltd for a new premises
licence in respect of
The Birdcage,
35 Derby Road,
Chesterfield,
S40 2EF.
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1.2

Relevant representations have been made in respect of the
application and not withdrawn. Consequently, the application
cannot be granted or refused under standard officer
delegated authority.

2.0

Recommendation
That the Committee hear details of this licence application and
determine whether it is
 Granted
 granted with conditions
 or refused.

2.1

Copies of the Application Form and premises plan are
attached to this report at Appendix 1and 2.

3.0

Report Details

3.1

The premise is a two-storey building, with a ground floor retail
area and accommodation on the first floor. As can be seen
from the photograph below, the premises previously operated
as a corner shop and takeaway.

3.2

It is situated at the junction of A61, Derby Road and Lord
Roberts Road.
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Derby Road is a main arterial route through Chesterfield with
high volumes of vehicle use, carrying commuters, public
transport and commercial traffic.
Lord Roberts Road is an access only residential street. This
means vehicular traffic on the street should be limited to
residents and bona fide visitors to the premises thereon.
3.3

The photograph below shows the relevant location of the
premise which whilst located on a busy road, is also
surrounded by residential properties.

4.0

Application

4.1

The application received in Licensing on 21st February 2020 is
for a Premises Licence to establish a licensed café at 35 Derby
Road. The applicant describes it as a “Licensed coffee shop,
serving hot and cold drinks as well as food.”

4.2

The application seeks the following licensable activities
 Sale and supply of alcohol (both on and off the premises)
daily between 11.00 am and 11.00 pm.
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 indoor sporting events, live and recorded music (indoors)
daily between 07.00 am and 11.00 pm
 Non-standard timings are sought for all licensable
activities and opening hours which states “Extend until
1am on days preceding bank holidays, on bank holidays
and on boxing day and New Year’s Day”.
 Opening hours of the premises are identified as daily
between 07.00 am and 11.00 pm.
4.3

Late night refreshment is also referred to in the initial part of
the application form, but no licensable hours nor nonstandard timings are sought in relation to the activity.

4.4

It is worth noting the current hours sought would not require
a late-night refreshment permission in any case. The terminal
hour for all activities at the premises ends at 11.00 pm and no
licence is required for late night refreshment until after 11.00
pm.

4.5

It is also worth noting that indoor provision of live and
recorded music is already permitted on licensed premises
between 08.00 am and 11.00 pm by virtue of the Live Music
Act of 2012.
Although permission for live and recorded music is sought
between 07.00 am and 11.00 pm, only the period of 07.00 am
to 08.00 am falls outside the scope of this legislation in this
application.

4.6

Applications for a new Premises Licence are required to be
advertised by way of an advert in the local press, a site notice
displayed at the premises and copies of the application
submitted to all Responsible Authorities.

4.7

The appropriate local press advert appeared in the Derbyshire
Times on Thursday 5th March 2020.
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4.8

The site notices displayed on the premises, advertising the
application were viewed by licensing enforcement staff on 25th
February 2020 and found to be displayed correctly and
completed appropriately.

4.9

The application was submitted online through the internet
and as such, the Chesterfield Borough Council Licensing
Authority circulated a copy of the application to the
responsible Authorities.

4.10

The statutory deadline for representation was 20th March 2020.
Responsible Authorities and Interested Parties are entitled to
make representations to the Licensing Authority provided they
are relevant.
A number of representations have been received and accepted
from local residents and from Derbyshire Police in relation to
one or more of the licensing objectives which are:  the prevention of crime and disorder
 public safety
 the prevention of public nuisance
 protection of children from harm
Redacted copies of the messages of representation are shown
at Appendices numbered 3 to 11.

4.11

The representations received from local residents regarding
this application express concerns over:
 The possibility of antisocial behaviour due to drink. The
past history of bars in this area has shown this in the
past.
 The possibility of antisocial behaviour due to drugs
 Concerns about litter (bottles, cans etc)
 Those making representations report that parking is
already an issue for the local residents and this
premises would make things worse. Residents already
struggle to park outside their own houses.
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 Concerns about noise and loud music being played late
at night and early in the morning. Particularly
problematic for shift workers and those with young
families.
 Increased traffic problems. Those making
representations report that road is already a “rat run”
with drivers trying to avoid congestion on Derby Road.
It is also subject to parking by residents and visitors of
other streets. Traffic would worsen with this application
and with the number of parked cars on the street, there
is always the possibility of a child running between cars
and being injured.
4.12

The Police representation (Appendix 11) refers to the
proposed operating schedule for the premises.

4.13

As part of the application process the applicant is required to
describe in the operating schedule the additional steps that
are intended to be taken in order to promote the licensing
objectives for the new premises licence that has been
requested.

4.14

Under the Licensing Act 2003 these volunteered proposed
steps will be attached to the premises licence as conditions
which must be complied with. These are set out in Part M of
the application form.

4.15

PC Hussain of Derbyshire Police submitted his representation
stating, “It’s the opinion on Derbyshire police licensing that the
operation schedule submitted does not adequately address
the licensing objections in particular Crime and disorder and
Prevent of Public Nuisance.”

4.16

PC Holden of Derbyshire police went on to identify three
additional conditions that if added to the licence operating
schedule would satisfy the police concerns. These were
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 Under prevention of crime and disorder - SIA qualified
door supervisors will be deployed on a risk assessed
basis. Such risk assessments will be retained for a period
of 3 years and will be produced to an officer of a
responsible authority upon request.
 Under prevention of public nuisance - Alcoholic and other
drinks may not be removed from the premises in open
containers save for consumption in any external area
provided for that purpose. Any such external
consumption area will be supervised by premises staff.
 Under prevention of crime and disorder - CCTV is installed
at the premises to cover the public areas of the premises.
CCTV recording and images shall be retained for a period
of 30 days and produced upon request to an officer of a
Responsible Authority.
4.17

The applicant has agreed to these conditions being added to
the licence. Should the committee agree to their addition to
the operating schedule, this will satisfy any concerns the police
have about the venue.

4.18

The applicant states he has recently written to a local resident
to assure them of his intentions. He has supplied a copy of
this letter which is included at appendix 12. He states that had
he had the opportunity; this is what he would have told local
residents.

4.19

In summary he describes a community hub type venue being
operated sympathetically towards local residents with strict
controls around behaviour and noise nuisance.
He goes on to say that he will be operating his own business
from the adjacent premises and thus has a personal interest
in making sure that this one does not cause nuisance or
offence.
He concludes by saying that the property was always going to
be a commercial enterprise and that his application is
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probably far less intrusive than other uses for the property
might have been.

5.0

Conclusion

5.1

When carrying out its licensing functions, the Licensing
Authority must do so with a view to promoting the 4 licensing
objectives and also with regard to its Statement of Licensing
Policy and the guidance issued by the Secretary of State under
section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003.

5.2

Where either the applicant or a person who made relevant
representations is aggrieved by the decision of the Licensing
Authority, appeal is to the Magistrates’ Court.

5.3

As relevant representations have been made in respect of the
application and not withdrawn, the application cannot be
granted or refused under officer delegated authority.

5.4

The Licensing Committee is therefore asked to consider the
application and determine it by
 granting it as requested
 granting it subject to conditions
 or refusing the application.

Steve Ashby
LICENSING OFFICER
31.03.2020
For more information on this report please contact the author,
Steve Ashby
email steve.ashby@chesterfield.gov.uk
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Appendix
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Representor / document
Application form
Premises plan
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Submission from the applicant
Tim Vice
The Birdcage Chesterfield Ltd

Representations from
local residents

Representation from
Derbyshire Police
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Sale / supply of alcohol
Consumption
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APPENDIX 3
From:
Sent: 03 March 2020 17:51
To: General Planning Enquiries <Planning@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: Application Objection.
With regards to the application for a licence /bar @ 35 Derby Road. (The Birdcage.)
I am resident on Lord Roberts Road and wish to strongly oppose the granting of this licence, I am 86
years of age and am very concerned about the possibility should this go ahead of antisocial
behaviour due to drink, even drugs. Also the issue of litter out on the streets around, IE bottles cans
etc. Not to mention parking issues which are already an issue for local residents, this will only make
things worse should the application go ahead. Then we come to the issue of loud music being played
into the early hours. I strongly urge that the concerns of the local residents be taken into
consideration and that this application be rejected. Thank you.
Kind Regards.
A very concerned resident.
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APPENDIX 4
From:
Date: 08/03/2020 12:42 (GMT+00:00)
To: Planning@Chesterfiield.gov.uk
Subject: Planning

To whom it may concern
I would like to put in an objection to the proposed application for The Birdcage on Derby Road
Firstly it will cause an issue with the parking for resident's who live on Lord Robert's Road. There is
already a problem with residents from Derby Road parking on here so this would only get worse.
Secondly there would be a lot of noise coming from here as both at night and early morning which
would cause problems to working people and the elderly who live on the street.
The road it's self is rapidly becoming a rat run from traffic trying to escape the congestion on Derby
Road and surly this is an issue for people with young children it's an accident waiting to happen.
With cars already parked noise to tail it only takes a child to run between the cars and wouldn't be
seen till to late.
This is not an objection from the residents being kill joy's it's a genuine concern for all who live on
the street.
Regards
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APPENDIX 5

From:
Sent: 27 February 2020 11:22
To: General Planning Enquiries <Planning@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: Proposals for former corner shop 35 Derby Road
FAO Planning Department - objections
I have just this morning noticed a copy of an application for a premises licence at 35 Derby Road
(formerly Alan’s Corner Shop).
As a resident on Lord Roberts Road I wish to object in the strongest possible terms. I’m absolutely
appalled and beyond worried that these premises look to be proposed as a bar (“The Birdcage”?)
with live music and serving alcohol. I’m distressed about the noise and possible anti social behaviour
this could bring and I for one do not want this.
I feel so upset I guarantee that after 21 years living on Lord Roberts Road I will 100% have to sell my
house/leave my home I object to this so much.
Would you kindly please acknowledge receipt of my objection and confirm it is fully
logged/considered. I also ask that I be kept informed of progress of this proposal (I do hope it does
not have full approval at this juncture).
Could you please ensure I’m informed of progress with this because I will honestly have to make
plans as I’ve just outlined to move as I don’t want to live close by this (nor do many of my
neighbours I’m sure).
Thank you

From:
Sent: 23 March 2020 15:21
To: Steve Ashby <Steve.Ashby@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: Proposals for former corner shop 35 Derby Road
Good afternoon
Many thanks for your email.
I’m happy for my written representations to be used for considering this proposal.
As long as it’s perfectly clear I’m very opposed to the proposal and do not wish to see a coffee shop
in those premises or a licence granted for alcohol or music I’ll accept if you decide a phone
conference is not needed.
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On the issues of parking (ie there is none), the noise and risk of antisocial behaviour plus another
coffee shop not being needed I implore a decision to stop this proposal altogether. I don’t accept it
will improve the street scene and for the peace of residents the unit is clearly best for a daytime
hours enterprise.
If you can assure me my assertions and concerns will be fully put forward/considered I accept if a
phone hearing isn’t deemed necessary. Especially in the current situation I would understand that.
Thank you.
Kind regards
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APPENDIX 6
From:
Sent: 11 March 2020 18:33
To: General Planning Enquiries <Planning@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: The Birdcage planning
To whom it may concern
Please see attached objections to the proposed bar.
Regards

Planning Department
Chesterfield Borough Council
Town Hall
Rose Hill
Chesterfield
S40 1LP
To whom it may concern
I write to you with regards to the proposed bar being opened “The Birdcage” on the corner of
Lord Roberts Road. The former corner shop premises Alan’s – 35 Derby Road
I would strongly oppose this application for a number of reasons:1. The noise pollution this will cause will be a concern for residence who work shifts or
early starts with music and car doors slamming both early morning and nights.
2. The anti social behaviour this so called bar will create is and will be a major concern
as the clientele is hardly going to be well behaved as past history with bars in this area
has proved in the past.
3. There is an issue with parking on Lord Roberts Road which is as I believe an access
only but doesn't stop people living/visiting residents on Derby Road parking here so
add a bar and the parking problem would be a major concern for residents.
4. Finally I would like to ask a question of the planning department.
How can somebody just decided to turn a shop or shops into a bar with no regard to or
for the residence that have lived here for many years, just to have this dropped on
them without being consulted?
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APPENDIX 7
From:
Sent: 29 February 2020 16:44
To: General Planning Enquiries <Planning@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: The Birdcage
I would like to lodge a complaint about the above premises planning application I am a resident on
Lord Roberts Road and I am very worried about the implications of possible noise/antisocial
behaviour and the fact that parking for residents would be near impossible.Is there any opportunity
to set up a meeting of residents and the planning committee to enable an open discussion?
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APPENDIX 8
From:
Date: 28 February 2020 at 11:26:58 GMT
To:
Subject: Proposals for former Corner Shop 35 Derby Road
FAO Planning Department - objections
We have noticed a copy of an application for a Premises Licence at 35 Derby Road (formerly Alan’s
Corner Shop).
As residents of Lord Roberts Road, we wish to object in the strongest possible terms. These
premises look to be proposed as a bar (“The Birdcage”?) with live music and serving alcohol. Our
concerns are not only the noise and potential anti-social behaviour but also where would all the
visitors/patrons park? There is already an ongoing issue on Lord Roberts Road with parking where
even residents cannot always park outside their homes. On such a busy main road there would be
no places to park safely. It’s a very upsetting and nonsensical proposal we definitely do not want to
go ahead.
Would you kindly please acknowledge receipt of our objection and confirm it is fully
logged/considered. We also ask that we be kept informed of progress of this proposal (we do hope
it does not have full approval at this stage).
Thank you for your time
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APPENDIX 9
From:
Sent: 06 March 2020 10:28
To: General Planning Enquiries <Planning@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: Planning application
Hello
I wish to lodge a formal objection to the planning application for 35 Derby Road, Chesterfield S402EF
in respect to the alcohol license. I live at xxxxxx and this would have a massive impact in our area.
Noise pollution and anti social behaviour are 2 of my strongest objections. I have 3 school age
children who are my biggest priority and I do not want them to have the disruption this would cause
to the local area. We are not the most affluent place in Chesterfield so the clientele would possibly
not have the respect to adhere to a few notices in the building asking then to be kind to local
residents upon leaving. If you add sports into the mix I'm sure you are well aware if the trouble that
can be caused by mixing that with alcohol and with European Cup on the way I can only imagine the
trouble this would cause. I have so many other residents who also wish to object and we are thinking
of starting a petition to get this stopped.
I hope you will consider some of these objections as a starting point and if you wish I can email a full
list of my objections.
Thank you
From:
Sent: 17 March 2020 20:12
To: Steve Ashby <Steve.Ashby@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: FW: 35 Derby Road Alcohol premises licence application
Hi.
Yes I would like to send full objections to you which I hope to do as soon as I get chance to collate
everything together. Unfortunately with the world the way it is I haven't been able to reply yet as I
work full time and have been doing extra hours to cover sickness. I would not be able to attend the
meeting in the 8th as I would be at work but I would like to find out the outcome please.
Thank you.
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APPENDIX 10
From:
Sent: 04 March 2020 12:43
To: General Planning Enquiries <Planning@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: Birdcage Derby Rd
Our objection to the above is concerns about parking and noise in the late hours . Many thanks
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APPENDIX 11
From:
Sent: 06 March 2020 14:39
To: Steve Ashby <Steve.Ashby@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: Objection

Dear Stephen,
Derbyshire Police wish to make formal representation in respect of the application for premises
licence at the Birdcage 35 Derby Road. Chesterfield.
It’s the opinion on Derbyshire police licensing that the operation schedule submitted doesn’t not
adequately address the licensing objections in particular Crime and disorder and Prevent of Public
Nuisance.

Licensing Officer
North Divsion
Chesterfield Divisonal HQ
Beetwell Street
S40 1QP
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APPENDIX 12
From:
Sent: 28 March 2020 09:41
To: Steve Ashby <Steve.Ashby@Chesterfield.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: Police
Hi Steve
I'm well thanks and I hope you are too.
I would be happy to speak to the director if you think that this will help? but I can add the
following...
In response to the police, we will be happy to agree with all three of their conditions. We have
already started to install CCTV and this will cover the front, side and rear of the property as well as
the internal areas.
The following information is what I have recently dent to a concerned resident, I would have
stressed the following at the proposed meeting.....
The Birdcage will be a licenced Café, we will serve alcohol with food.
We plan to have a few live music nights, maybe a solo guitarist or similar. The music will be back
ground music only and will not be played outside. We have taken precautions to sound proof the
venue and will be upgrading the shop front using triple glazing to again reduce noise transfer.
We have requested to be open until 11pm, but this does not mean that we will stay open until this
time. We look to copy other places in Chesterfield such as Koo on Chatsworth Road and Society in
the town centre. These places are normally closed between 5-7pm and even on Weekends by 10pm,
we have taken a view that if we ask for 11pm it gives us flexibility for occasions such as Bank
Holidays or Festive periods where we may have demand to stay open later.
Regarding car parking, we hope to encourage local people to use the venue, the venue is only small
so will only accommodate around 30 people so we do not expect a large increase in parked cars. If
we look at Koo on Chatsworth Road this place has no parking and street parking is very restricted,
yet it can get very busy.
We will not tolerate bad behaviour, we have strict guidelines set out in our application and will
ensure that these are adhered to at all times, we will also be installing around 10 HD security
cameras.
I also think that at present the redundant shops pose more of an issue as the area is very quiet, with
the lack of activity it allows people to feel that they can get away with more.
I intend to re-locate my business office into the old cooker shop, this makes me the closest
neighbour to the proposed coffee shop. I can assure you that the last thing I would want is loud
noise, bad behaviour or even lots of cars coming and going, my plan is to create a nice space for local
people to use.
When I took on the property we had a lot of interest in renting to a fish and chip shop, a pub
company, kebab, pizza and chicken shops, the interested parties was all from out of Chesterfield and
therefore would not have lived locally. These type of establishments would have caused noise,
additional traffic, litter, food waste, smells and potentially anti social behaviour.
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This is not what I want for the area or as a neighbour to my new office, I wanted something that
would be pleasant, that was beneficial for local people and that offered a community hub, my
intention was never to take on Alans store myself but having seen what the alternatives was it left
me with no choice.
I assure you that upsetting local people is the absolute opposite of what I want to achieve, I very
much want to work with the local people to make the place a success and hope that it will improve
the area not spoil it.
The building was always going to be a commercial property, there are no plans to turn it back into a
house and therefore it is maybe worth considering what the options for the building may be? it is
hard to see that anyone would open it as anything better than what we propose? I had one offer for
a carpet shop, but he wanted to drop a 20ft storage container on the side!! again something I felt
would not be an improvement on what was there before. I hope that you can understand what I am
trying to achieve and please feel free to reply, I will always do my best to respond to you and
address your concerns.
Thanks again for your help,
Regards -
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For publication
Application for a New Premises Licence by The Birdcage
Chesterfield Ltd, in respect of
The Birdcage, 35 Derby Road, Chesterfield, S40 2EF
Meeting:

Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing
(Licensing Committee decision delegated to the
Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing under
the emergency arrangements approved by
Standards and Audit Committee on 19 March,
2020 and enacted by the Chief Executive on 20
March, 2020)

Date:

Wednesday 29th April, 2020
(deferred from 8th April 2020)

Cabinet portfolio:

Health and Wellbeing

Report by:

Steve Ashby, Licensing Officer
For publication

1.0

Purpose of report

1.1

To present further information that has been received in
respect of this application for a new premises licence in
respect of
The Birdcage,
35 Derby Road,
Chesterfield,
S40 2EF.
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1.2

In response to the circulation of the hearing papers on 1st April
2020, we have received a further submission from a
representor and also from the applicant. The applicant
forwards several photographs showing quiet streets around
the venue. The representor points out the perceived
detrimental impact upon existing business and family life in
the area.

1.3

Their comments are copied in below.

1.4

Additional comment from a representor
The report I see relays the concerns I expressed re traffic,
parking, noise & anti social behaviour.
I’d like to add/mention another factor that I mentioned that
this type of enterprise simply isn’t needed with the venues so
close by such as Derby Road Deli & the One Stop Costa
machine. It’s baseless economically and I’m sure these other
businesses are not happy. Forgive me if that point was
mentioned in your report & I missed it.
The business owner’s assertion that his office will be next door
is baseless. He will not be a resident & there that often.
I further don’t accept it will be beneficial to the street scene.
Litter, people congregating would have the exact opposite
effect. There would be much better options.
To conclude, for the peace of mind & quality of life for
residents the unit is CLEARLY best for a daytime enterprise
only with a swift footfall/turnaround. Derby Road does not
need it - it’s at its limit for traffic and antisocial behaviour
WOULD ensue. I would urge a total rejection of any music &
alcohol licence. Coffee shops don’t have alcohol do they for
takeaway, or for having on premises.

1.5

Additional comment from the applicant
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I might just add the following, I have been taking pictures at
different time of the day and have noted that the streets in
this area are almost empty. There are no council parking
restrictions such as permits etc! or yellow lines, I do not feel
that parking is a valid issue. I expect our busy times to be
Saturday and Sunday, on these days the Derby Road Deli
which operates on the opposite corner is closed and there is
nearly a full one side of these street with empty car parking
spaces. In addition if parking outside a property is privilege
then we can get at least 3 outside the corner shop and 4 in the
rear car park!! So 7 cars can park without even impacting on
the street.
Not sure this helps but just thought I would mention it.
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I have attached some pictures, these have been taken at
various times of the day and are the immediate surrounding
streets. As you can see the area is quiet, this can be easily
witnessed by anyone driving wishes to take a drive down this
area. Having worked in the area for some weeks I can also
confirm never seeing anyone using the road as a rat run!!

The picture above shows a delivery we had on a Saturday
morning!! you can see that we was not struggling for a parking
space.
1.6

I forward these additional comments for your information.

Steve Ashby
LICENSING OFFICER
03.04.2020
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For more information on this report please contact the author,
Steve Ashby
email steve.ashby@chesterfield.gov.uk
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For publication
Application for a New Premises Licence by The Birdcage
Chesterfield Ltd, in respect of
The Birdcage, 35 Derby Road, Chesterfield, S40 2EF
Meeting:

Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing
(Licensing Committee decision delegated to the
Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing under
the emergency arrangements approved by
Standards and Audit Committee on 19 March,
2020 and enacted by the Chief Executive on 20
March, 2020)

Date:

Wednesday 29th April, 2020
(deferred from 8th April 2020)

Cabinet portfolio:

Health and Wellbeing

Report by:

Steve Ashby, Licensing Officer
For publication

1.0

Purpose of report

1.1

To present further information that has been received in
respect of this application for a new premises licence in
respect of
The Birdcage,
35 Derby Road,
Chesterfield,
S40 2EF.
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1.2

In response to the circulation on Friday 03.04.2020 of the
additional comments received after 1st April’s circulation of our
hearing papers, we have received further submissions from
representors and from the applicant.

1.3

Their comments are copied in below.

1.4

Additional comment from representors
Further comment from a representor 03.04.2020
I have a further comment to add in respect of the photos taken
that supposedly show quiet traffic and parking issues.
Those were clearly taken recently which will obviously show no
traffic!! The nearby Redvers Buller Road is usually completely
full up at least halfway up to Dundonald road with cars and the
main road even has parked cars usually too. They say they can
park 3 cars in front of the shop itself - that would mean they
would have to drive up onto the pavement which if that's
happening throughout the day isn't safe for pedestrians and
the road is also a cycle path.
Furthermore I would like to also request the hearing be
deferred until a suitable time where we can make face to face
representation.
Thank you.
Further comment from a representor 03.04.2020
Dismayed to see this latest info - it is NOT the case that Derby
Road is quiet and that there is ample space for parking on the
busy main road. Derby Road quiet? Simply not so and I’m a
resident. And people would be staying longer there. Plus the
later hours business would continue.
Derby Rd Deli serves the area sufficiently and opens daytime
only.
Further comment from a representor 03.04.2020
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And here is illustration of what parking is like on Lord Roberts
Rd - not much room is there??! And there is NOT sufficient
parking space on the main Derby Road there.

Further comment from a representor 03.04.2020
The pictures he has taken are in most likely taken when most
people are out at work, and as for the delivery on the Saturday
morning the men that was working on the premises at the time
had to come knocking on doors to move cars that was parked
on the street as the proprietor will have knowledge of. As for
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the road being used as a rat run it is at the busiest time off day
when derby road is nose to tail in the rush hour. The residents
are not liars we have this to put up with most days and feel a
bar will only add to the pressure we are all under, also a few
we’ll Chosen pictures so how he’s attempting to sugarcoating
the issue
1.5

Additional comment from the applicant
I would appreciate that the meeting is not deferred, we are
currently paying rent on the building and have already had to
cancel many pre made bookings due to the Corona virus.
Further delays may result in further cancellations or even the
business being left in a dire financial state.
The sooner this is concluded the better.

1.6

I forward these additional comments for your information.

Steve Ashby
LICENSING OFFICER
06.04.2020
For more information on this report please contact the author,
Steve Ashby
email steve.ashby@chesterfield.gov.uk
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For publication
Application for a New Premises Licence by The Birdcage
Chesterfield Ltd, in respect of
The Birdcage, 35 Derby Road, Chesterfield, S40 2EF
Meeting:

Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing
(Licensing Committee decision delegated to the
Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing under
the emergency arrangements approved by
Standards and Audit Committee on 19 March,
2020 and enacted by the Chief Executive on 20
March, 2020)

Date:

Wednesday 29th April, 2020
(deferred from 8th April 2020)

Cabinet portfolio:

Health and Wellbeing

Report by:

Steve Ashby, Licensing Officer
For publication

1.0

Purpose of report

1.1

To present further information that has been received in
respect of this application for a new premises licence in
respect of
The Birdcage,
35 Derby Road,
Chesterfield,
S40 2EF.
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1.2

In response to the circulation of newly received comments
06.04.2020, we have received further submissions from
representors and from the applicant.

1.3

The latest comments have required redaction and are
therefore included in the attached document at appendix 13.

1.4

The latest comments include a further statement from a
representor, a statement from the applicant and two
comments from local residents that the applicant received
after he circulated a letter to nearby residences.

1.5

I forward these additional comments for your information.

Steve Ashby
LICENSING OFFICER
07.04.2020
For more information on this report please contact the author,
Steve Ashby
email steve.ashby@chesterfield.gov.uk
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Further comments circulated 07.04.2020

Further comment from a representor 06.04.2020
I’m in agreement with the representation that the applicant’s photos were simply taken at well
chosen times. The photos I supplied of Lord Roberts Road were literally taken on seeing this
response. I’ll say yet again there is NO scope to park on the main Derby Road & we cannot and will
not accommodate this on Lord Roberts Road. I note the representation that the parking situation is
no better on Redvers Buller. As a resident I see that myself.
This licence does need to be considered fully and without haste. It’s quite simply the case that
residents quality of life & peace takes precedence over the applicant’s loss of income. He seems
confident he will be successful and urges a swift resolution. NO. The decision should not be
hastened. We do not want this enterprise. And no, residents are not liars. If it needs to deferred it
should be, though clearly to me it should be refused outright. I’ll also say again this unit is only
suitable for swift daytime footfall.

Further comment from applicant 07.04.2020
Is it worth me taking more pictures? even during the very strict lockdown rule you can see a large
empty space half way down the street, one of the residents owns several of these cars (car
salesman). I can assure you that the bottom part of this street was almost empty today (3pm) as are
the surrounding streets.
Regarding our own parking, I am not suggesting using the forecourt, I would not deem this a safe
idea. I am simply referring to the parking spaces adjacent to the side of the building and at the rear,
in addition some of the busiest places in Chesterfield (for example Koo & Junction) do not have off
street parking and we will be smaller than both these places.
Comments from residents
The applicant circulated a letter to local residences when he submitted his application. The text of
this letter can be seen at appendix 12 to the original report of 31.03.2020.
The applicant has forwarded two responses from residents who received his message. These suitably
anonymised responses are coped in below.
1. 05.03.2020
Hiya, I just received a letter through my door, I’m more than happy with Alan’s being turned
into something useful.
2. 06.03.2020
First of all, thank you for being 'open' enough to put up your message about your proposed
business in Alan's old shop.
I live across the road, and 'just around the corner', and being part of a family with a daughter
and a partner who is of, shall I say, 'non-European origins', I am concerned about the effects
of your business and the behaviour of your clientele.
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Therefore, may I simply ask you four questions please?
You say on your note that it will be more of a café than a bar. Yet, you are in the process of
securing an alcohol licence for the premises, are you not? And doesn't your whole proposal
refer to a bar or micro-pub? (Not that I am entirely against any of this.) Or is it that you
intent to offer the public a café-style service but with the option of alcohol as a secondary
provision? (Again, which would be fair enough.)
What are your hours of business intending to be?
Also, 'live entertainment' is described. This is where my main concern mainly lies. You are
to call your bar or pub or café 'THE BIRDCAGE' and you will be providing 'live entertainment'
for your clientele. Can you please tell me precisely what sort of 'live entertainment' you will
be providing in an establishment called 'THE BIRDCAGE'? I hope you can understand that,
again, I have my daughter and my wife to consider who, since we rely on public transport,
have to walk along Derby Road at various times of the day and night every day. I am sure
you can imagine the sort of sleazy male clients that this name puts into one's mind.
Finally, although people will be drinking in at your premises what provisions are you making
for the parking pressures that will arise?
Thank you again for providing the opportunity to get in touch with you, and I hope you can
provide answers to my questions and concerns.
Best wishes,
Applicants reply 06.03.2020
Thank you for your email, we welcome all feedback and will try our best to answer your
questions.
The Birdcage will be a licenced Café, we will serve alcohol with food.
We plan to have a few live music nights, maybe a solo guitarist or similar. The music will be
back ground music only and will not be played outside. We have taken precautions to sound
proof the venue and will be upgrading the shop front using triple glazing to again reduce
noise transfer.
We have requested to be open until 11pm, but this does not mean that we will stay open
until this time. We look to copy other places in Chesterfield such as Koo on Chatsworth Road
and Society in the town centre. These places are normally closed between 5-7pm and even
on Weekends by 10pm, we have taken a view that if we ask for 11pm it gives us flexibility for
occasions such as Bank Holidays or Festive periods where we may have demand to stay open
later.
Regarding car parking, we hope to encourage local people to use the venue, the venue is
only small so will only accommodate around 30 people so we do not expect a large increase
in parked cars. If we look at Koo on Chatsworth Road this place has no parking and street
parking is very restricted, yet it can get very busy.
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We will not tolerate bad behaviour, we have strict guidelines set out in our application and
will ensure that these are adhered to at all times, we will also be installing around 10 HD
security cameras.
I also think that at present the redundant shops pose more of an issue as the area is very
quiet, with the lack of activity it allows people to feel that they can get away with more. I
recently had to step in on a Friday night when I found a young lady screaming, she was being
followed by a man, I challenged him and this gave the young lady time to run away. I feel
that the area was so quiet, with no activity that it gave this man the confidence to almost do
as he pleased.
I would just like to add the following...…. I plan to move my office into the old cooker shop,
this makes me the closest neighbour to the proposed coffee shop. I can assure you that the
last thing I would want is loud noise, bad behaviour or even lots of cars coming and going,
my plan is to create a nice space for local people to use.
When I took on the property we had a lot of interest in renting to a fish and chip shop, a pub
company, kebab, pizza and chicken shops, the interested parties was all from out of
Chesterfield and therefore would not have lived locally. These type of establishments would
have caused noise, additional traffic, litter, food waste, smells and potentially anti social
behaviour.
This is not what I want for the area or as a neighbour to my new office. I wanted something
that would be pleasant, that was beneficial for local people and that offered a community
hub, my intention was never to take on Alans store myself but having seen what the
alternatives was it left me with no choice. I assure you that upsetting local people is the
absolute opposite of what I want to achieve, I very much want to work with the local people
to make the place a success and hope that it will improve the area not spoil it.
The building was always going to be a commercial property, there are no plans to turn it
back into a house and therefore it is maybe worth considering what the options for the
building may be? it is hard to see that anyone would open it as anything better than what
we propose? I had one offer for a carpet shop, but he wanted to drop a 20ft storage
container on the side!! again something I felt would not be an improvement on what was
there before. I hope that you can understand what I am trying to achieve and please feel
free to reply, I will always do my best to respond to you and address your concerns.
I hope that this answers your questions, please feel free to reply.
Response 11.03.2020
Thank you very much for your reply. It was very much appreciated, especially as it was
detailed and well considered. (Apologies for only responding today - I don't maintain access
to the internet all the time; I really should move in to 21st Century, I know!)
If you are planning to move your office to the unit next door, does that mean that if there is
some sort of issue we could just knock on your door and say , 'Tim . . .'? (Actually, I mean
that as both a joke and quite seriously at the same time - it would be nice to be able to do
that.)
From what you say, it may even be somewhere my little family would want to go.
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I must just ask though, why on earth 'the Birdcage'?!
Well, all I can add is welcome to Derby Road and all the best with the new business.
. . . unless, I was to ask if there might be any jobs going!
Thank you again.
Best wishes,

Applicants reply 11.03.2020
Thanks for your reply.
Any issue at all and I will be available, I work long hours so unfortunately I will more than
likely be next door during most of the hours we plan to open!!!
100% for families. I have two young children 11 & 13, I hope that they will be using the café
as at present they cant find anywhere suitable to go. I have to taxi my oldest daughter to
and from Sheffield and really hope that she will use the new Café instead, I would feel
happier knowing that she is local and in a safe environment.
It was so hard choosing a name, Birdcage was partly down to the location (Birdholme area).
Thank you for the welcome, hopefully we will be open soon and can talk more face to face.
We may be looking for some part time/ full time staff, I will keep you updated.
Just to add that I have decided to keep on my existing business premises on Sheffield Road,
this is to ensure we do not add further traffic to the surrounding streets.
I did not think it would be fair to have a number of vans parking up at different times
throughout the day so I have taken the decision to use Derby Road as office premises only,
this represents an increase in costs to my business but hopefully displays my commitment to
ensuring residents are not adversely affected in any way.
Regards - Tim
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For publication
Application for a New Premises Licence by The Birdcage
Chesterfield Ltd, in respect of
The Birdcage, 35 Derby Road, Chesterfield, S40 2EF
Meeting:

Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing
(Licensing Committee decision delegated to the
Assistant Director – Health and Wellbeing under
the emergency arrangements approved by
Standards and Audit Committee on 19 March,
2020 and enacted by the Chief Executive on 20
March, 2020)

Date:

Wednesday 8th April 2020

Cabinet portfolio:

Health and Wellbeing

Report by:

Steve Ashby, Licensing Officer
For publication

1.0

Purpose of report

1.1

To present further information that has been received in
respect of this application for a new premises licence in
respect of
The Birdcage,
35 Derby Road,
Chesterfield,
S40 2EF.
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1.2

These are the last comments to be accepted from interested
parties in relation to this application. These have all been
received on 07.04.2020.

1.3

The comments are copied in below.

1.4

Final comment from representors
Final comment from a representor 07.04.2020
If today is the final day to object I have to say a few final things
please
1) The owner states that he expects it to be used by local
people which would negate the issue of no parking. Most of the
residents do not want this to go ahead so he won't have a client
base.
2) We should be given time to make proper representation. We
can't go door to door to do a petition in the current climate. We
are all having financial issues so although we understand the
impact this will have on the owner, we are all in the same
situation.
3) The noise issue hasn't been addressed correctly. It's a very
vague "we may have a solo guitar player" If the license is given
then this is open to huge mis interpretation and by then it's too
late.
4) The high definition cameras and the owners "we will not
tolerate antisocial behaviour" does not do anything to quell my
belief that the area this is proposed to be in - MY area - an
already disdvantaged area - will then be having to reactively
deal with the issues that WILL arise
5) The police asked for license doormen in their objections.
Apologies if I have missed any further reference to this but I
haven't seen anything about this.

Final comment from a representor 07.04.2020
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Again the Applicant is trying to say there is no issue with
parking on the street does he not Realise cars will not be there
if the owners are out at work?, also I have lived on the street for
many years and I don’t know of any car salesman with cars on
Lord Roberts Road.

Final comment from a representor 07.04.2020
Thanks for the update. The applicant states again his office
would be right next door. As previously stated the applicant is
not a resident and would be out working. Things seem to be
mentioned again already addressed/represented. Do I read
correctly it’s envisaged accommodating 30 people? No way
there would be parking for that. Not on the main road or the
nearby streets. Even 10 would just be impossible. I also have
to keep stressing this - this unit needs to be a daytime
inky/quick footfall enterprise. For consideration of residents
and there just is nor parking space.
Thank you.
That should read daytime only enterprise & no parking!
1.5

I forward these additional comments for your information.

Steve Ashby
LICENSING OFFICER
07.04.2020
For more information on this report please contact the author,
Steve Ashby
email steve.ashby@chesterfield.gov.uk
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